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Introduction


Swaziland
 A small Kingdom in the Southern part of
African
 Landlocked between Mozambique and
South Africa
 Gained independence from the British in
1968
 A dual monarchy currently led by King
Mswati 111 and Queen Mother

Legal material and digital preservation








Legal information is at the core of
democracy,
It includes primary records and
information created by the
government as well as secondary
writings and compilations that
organize, explain and evaluate
those primary record
Legal information resources come
in a variety of formats – from
leather bound books to microfilm
to computer systems,
need to be preserved in order to
ensure ongoing and sustainable
access..
access

Legal material and digital
preservation






This study will describe how the legal materials are
preserved in Swaziland in the digital age.
It is based on the survey of a structured questionnaire
related to the current digital environment.
The organizations/institutions in the survey are; the
University of Swaziland Library (UNISWA), The
SwaziLII (Swazi legal information institute) and the
Swaziland National Library Services (SNLS)

University of Swaziland…








Has a law collection which caters for the needs of law students,
faculty, and legal professionals through institutional membership
University is trying to provide ee-resources and avail legal
databases through subscriptions on its website
Subscribes to Lexis Nexis, JSTOR, Sabinet EE-journals.
Arranged in a way that keeps all legal material in a separate wing
of the library

What is housed in the law
collection?






Law text books
Print journals
Law reports
Law dictionaries & encyclopedia
Legislations

Institutional Repositories for digital
preservation





Still at its infant stage.
Thesis and dissertations
Reports.

Swaziland National Library


serves a dual purpose, mainly the National
Depository library and Public library systems



operates two main public libraries in the major
towns; Mbabane and Manzini and thirteen
branch libraries located in the smaller towns

Mbabane Public Library






Housed in the Swaziland National Library Service
headquarters in Mbabane which is the country’s capital city
Nation's leading documentary resource institution under the
Ministry of Information and communication and technology
started in 1970 in Manzini and the service began in 1971 under
the Ministry of Home Affairs then known as the Ministry of
Local Administration.
Administration.
The British Council, the United States Embassy and the
Ranfurly Library Service were instrumental in the construction
of the SNLS

SNLS






The SNLS was initially established for recreational purposes
rather than to functions as a National Library
The vision of the SNLS is “to develop the Swaziland National
Library Service as the nation’s leading documentary resource
institution””
institution
Swaziland National Library was opened in 1983





run by 160 staff of which 27 are professional staff
collects Indigenous Knowledge from resourceful Swazi citizens for
posterity
Swaziland National Library Service has subscribed to the South
African Bibliographic Network (SABINET) to increase user’s access to
a variety of electronic databases.

Cont.









a member of the Swaziland Library and Information Consortium
(SWALICO) with the key partners in information industry
receives legal deposit on the National imprint in all the varying
forms
The National Library deposits all materials on Swaziland with the
Centre for International Collections, at Ohio University Libraries
and the Library of Congress.
Congress.
Information landscape is changing rapidly so Swaziland National
Library Services has to form a strategy to analyze and evaluate its
collection development. The National Library of Swaziland
recognizes the intrinsic cultural value of born digital materials, and
the importance of preserving this material for current and future
generations



SwaziLII (Swazi Legal Information
Institute

This is an institute
committed to convey
free access to legal
information to
individual, legislature,
Judico--legal world,
Judico
corporations and
international stake
holders

Cont.




Started as a project of the Swaziland Judiciary in
2010
Over seen by the SwaziLII Board.






drawn from the Judiciary, Attorney General's office, the Law
Society, the University of Swaziland and CMAC

Make court judgments, notices, and rolls from all the
superior courts available.
Users can access judgments on the internet judgments
by case name, citation, judgment date or by a specific
area of law.

Cont.


received a donation from Freedom House in the form
of a freedom toaster through their counterpart,
AFRICALII


funded by the Open Society Foundations, African Legal
Information Institute (AfricanLII
(AfricanLII),
), Swaziland Royal
Insurance Corporation and the Judiciary of Swaziland






still looking for more sponsors to keep this project a going concern

This kiosk is for those who do not have internet access, the
kiosk links with the website and anyone can access it since it is
housed at the High court of Swaziland
can be accessed at www.swazilii.org
www.swazilii.org..

Objectives of the Study:










To know when they started to collect the legal materials
digitally;
To know how the legal materials are preserved for future;
To find out the usefulness of legal material to be
available online;
To know the source of funding for the digital collection
initiatives;
To know whether they adopt digitization for the legal
materials;

Cont.





To know how the digital collections are created ;
To know whether they acquire born digital resources;
To find out whether they outsources the materials;
To find out how they help the public to use the
information..
information

Research method:




Quantitative research methodology study along with a
comprehensive literature review were employed
A structured questionnaire was prepared for collecting
the data from the institute by email and the findings
were disclosed. Data were analyzed using descriptive
statistics.

Findings




All the three institutions/organizations has begun collecting digital
resources and have IT personnel to look after. UNISWA (University of
Swaziland) library has started an Institutional repository recently to archive
the University’s creative output. The service is offered to the University
community for the management and dissemination of digital material
created by them.
them.
IT application supports the digital collections management. SwaziLII and
National Library support almost all application except Digital imaging for
SwaziLII and Digital asset management system for National Library. The
UNISWA library supports Collection management system and the publicly
searchable collections database which is an ee-resource of the library.
library

Findings




UNISWA had the highest number of staff engaged for the digital collection
whereas the SNLS and SWAZILII have less staff and have volunteers
source of funding for the digital collection initiatives in UNISWA is from
the Organization’s operating budget, i.e., included in the library budget.
SwaziLII manage the funding from the fees from activities, Grants and also
from Organization’s operating budget and National Library manages from
Fund raising and Grants. SwaziLII are a donor funded project so they are
still looking for more sponsors to keep this project a going concern.

Findings


UNISWA - http://
http://www.dspace.uniswa.sz:8080/jspui
www.dspace.uniswa.sz:8080/jspui




SwaziLII - http://
http://www.swazilii.org/sz
www.swazilii.org/sz




Collection is done in house
Collection is outsourced to vendor and also in house

SNLS - http:///
http:///www.africanlii.org
www.africanlii.org


Collection is done in house

Findings






The National library is creating the bornborn-digital resources with the entire
format. SwaziLII create using all format except with other numeric data
sets. But UNISWA acquires with Encoded text only
All the three institutions acquire the digital resources for different reason
and purposes, but all of them have one main purpose, which is to increase
access to the collection.
collection.
Formats used;






UNISWA uses only PDF/PDFPDF/PDF-A
SwaziLII uses JPEG and HTML
National library uses mix format PDF/PDFPDF/PDF-A TXT and HTML.
HTML.

All the collections provide access through a website associated
with the parent organization

Findings


UNISWA has the least
percentage of digital resources
available online.
2%



The Institutional Repository of
UNISWA is still in the infant
stage. Most of the law
collections are the thesis and
dissertations of the students

UNISWA
SwaziLII
60%

100%

National Library

Findings


For discovery,









UNISWA and SwaziLII create the Administrative metadata
(access privileges, rights, ownership of material

UNISWA and SwaziLII uses MARC whereas the
SNLS library uses the locally developed schema.
schema.
UNISWA has the strategies of data backup for digital
preservation
SwaziLII has the strategies of migration
SNLS has all migration, data backup and refreshing
data

Findings



For Storage;




UNISWA uses removable magnetic media, online
magnetic media and also optical media (CD,
DVD).
SwaziLII uses only online magnetic media.
media.

Recommendations





All the legal depot in the country should form a
consortia ;
Digitization of legal documents is must;
Librarians should be encouraged to buildup IR for
their born digital materials

Conclusion






Law is central to the development process, law reform could lead
social change, and itself could be an engine of change.
It promulgates the idea that diffusion of developed law to
developing countries would aid in its modernization.
our current digital preservation strategies and systems are imperfect
– and they most likely will never be perfected. That's because digital
preservation is a field that will be in a constant state of change and
flux for as long as technology continues to progress. Yet,
tremendous strides have been made over the past decade to stave off
the dreaded digital dark age, and libraries today have a number of
viable tools, services, and best practices at our disposal for the
preservation of digital content.

THANK YOU!!!

